As Rocky puts it, "I started my life in the country when I worked at that ranch when I was 13 years old. I later worked at the Custer Ranch, but my real wild experiences were when I worked near Ingomar, MT, driving and living in a two-horse drawn buck-board wagon, pulling four sheep wagons to new grass."

Rocky worked on ranches from the age of 13, developing a deep understanding of what he calls the “Montana Ethic” – that authentic set of shared values that places importance on honesty, hard work, and willingness to help out a friend or neighbor.

As Rocky puts it, "I started my life in the country when I worked at that ranch when I was 13 years old. I later worked at the Custer Ranch, but my real wild experiences were when I worked near Ingomar, MT, driving and living in a two-horse drawn buck-board wagon, pulling four sheep wagons to new grass."

Being the hands-on guy he is, Rocky joined the board of the Montana History Foundation in 2004. Over the next two decades he helped set our direction and our priorities.

Rocky insists, "One of the most important things we could do was to record the stories of our elders." The reality is, without these stories, we lose our heritage. We lose the magic of Montana.

Cover image: Bud Bruno stands in front of the remains of the family barn that his father built in the 1920s along the Rocky Mountain Front. Bruno was by interviewed by Candi Zion as part of an oral history project funded by MHF in 2018.
Thank you Rocky and all of our donors!
Your gifts help us preserve Montana history.

Rocky quickly got to work. He and his beloved wife, Marilyn, created the Rockwood and Marilyn Brown Endowment, which makes oral history projects in our grant program possible.

It’s not just Rocky that’s making this possible. He’s inspiring others to help, as well.

Thanks to Rocky and Marilyn, and caring supporters like you, the voices of our Montana elders will be preserved for generations to come.

*Three descendents of Lewistown settler Mose LaTray were interviewed by Candi Zion for a 2020 oral history project on Central Montana Métis.*
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What a Difference You've Made
Our grant program grows!

Because of you, critical funds for community-based history projects are fulfilling the need across Montana.

In 2020 you helped fund:

$164,000 in grants for 29 projects in 27 communities.

With your continued support, we're building a lasting legacy of Montana history, and preserving it for future generations.

At right, the exterior of the Historic Stark Schoolhouse in the Nine Mile Valley was repaired and then repainted with colors similar to those used when it was originally built in 1915. The schoolhouse now serves as a community center for hundreds of families.

At right, restoration work is done on a Star of David window that was originally handcrafted in 1901. The window was salvaged when the ASARCO smelter in East Helena was demolished.

At left, recordings are taken for the Crow language dictionary and app. An MHF grant helped create the most extensive vocabulary set ever preserved of the Crow language. The app is available on Apple and Android devices.

You can find the full list of grant projects at mthistory.org
Because You Care,
Montana History Thrives*
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- Edward and Alaine Gohn
- Jeffry and Elizabeth Goldes
- Granite County Museum and Cultural Center
- Randall Gray and
  Nora Flaherty Gray
- Marisa Griffith
- Shirley Groff
- Michael Green and Kiely Keane
- James Guercio
- Ronald and Nancy Hampa
- Duane and Suzanne Hampton
- Kate Hampton
- John and Lisbeth Harris
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- Rick and Jane Hays
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- Steve and Sunny Mandeville
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- Tom and Jackie Maurer
- Debby McLenahan

- George McClure
- Kate McCourt
- Col. PT and Sharon McElgunn
- Tavie McKay
- David and Darlene McNay
- Scott Meredith
- Evelyn Miller
- Nancy Miller
- Linda Minich and Denise King
- Sabre Moore
- Ali and Robert Newkirk
- Northern Rockies Heritage Center
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### History Lovers (< $999), cont.
- Jerry and Carol Shanahan
- David and Shirley Shane
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- Kenneth and Melinda Young
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### History Makers ($1,000 - $4,999)
- John and Nina Baucus
- Bonnie Bowler
- Debora and Scott Brown
- Jim and Virginia Court
- Mike Dalton
- Timothy Gordon
- Juanita Hearst
- Humanities Montana
- Edwin and Bobbi Jasmin
- Charles Johnson and Patricia Hunt
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- Michael Lamp
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- Thomas and Shannon Lund
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- Thomas and Barbi Donnelley, II
- The Donnelley Foundation
- The Louis L. Borick Foundation
- Robert Phares
- Dolly McMaster
- Penelope Wilson

---

**Thank you 2020 supporters.**

You’re inspiring the next generation!

---

*January 1–December 31, 2020 donors*
You're Invited!

Join us for History Hikes & Walks in Helena this summer.

Scan the QR code with your phone's camera to learn more: